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e goal of Gary Rosen’s American Compact “is to
rehabilitate Madison as a constitutional thinker and a
statesman” (p. 2), thereby vindicating him of the olevelled charge of waﬄing between nationalism and
states rights and between loose and strict construction.
e key to understanding Madison’s intellectual consistency, Rosen contends, is to grasp his fundamental principles, especially his ideas about the social compact.

fundamental dispute over the social compact. Unlike
Madison, Hamilton wished to have the new federal government administered by the elite group of founders who
had wrien the Constitution, not by faithful representatives of the people. Moreover, Hamilton wanted those
elites to transform a limited government of enumerated
powers that the people had ratiﬁed into an unlimited government of implied powers. Remaining consistent to his
understanding of the social compact, writes Rosen, Madie social compact originates, Rosen explains, when son organized the people into a Republican opposition
the population trades the natural rights of the state of party.
nature for the civil rights of a political system, a transformation formalized through the writing of a constiIf Madison had huge disagreements with Hamilton
tution. According to Rosen, Madison believed that for over the nature of the social compact, Rosen ﬁnds that
a constitution to be legitimate, the people must play a he had equally great diﬀerences with Jeﬀerson. Whereas
larger role than merely to approve the ﬁnished prod- Hamilton wanted the Constitution’s framers to continue
uct; they must be involved in the constitution-making to dominate everyday politics, Rosen views Jeﬀerson as
process itself. But Madison confronted two huge prob- veering to the opposite extreme, favoring a popular relems in translating theory into reality during the Amer- working of the Constitution at regular intervals. Madiican Founding: First, how could the people as a whole son opposed such “perpetual refounding” (p. 128), fearparticipate in constitution-making when the task far ex- ing that the document would loose its venerated status if
ceeded their mental capabilities? Second, why would the tinkered with too oen. Madison believed that the Conmany factions that comprised the American public will- stitution painstakingly created by a prudential elite could
ingly yield power to a regime designed to curb them?- not be improved by the people at large.
Rosen maintains that the constitutional convention proRosen closes with a look at the ﬁnal and most convided Madison with a mechanism to surmount these twin
troversial
year of Madison’s presidency, when he signed
obstacles. For Madison, a convention would enable a
the
Bank
Bill, but vetoed the Bonus Bill. Where othsmall body of talented men to accomplish what the whole
ers
have
seen
hopeless inconsistency, Rosen ﬁnds ﬁdelity
population could not. Unlike the larger public, Madison
to
ﬁrst
principles.
Madison signed the Bank Bill bebelieved that the delegates possessed the disinterestedcause
he
believed
that
precedent and public acceptance
ness and prudence (“practical wisdom” [p. 104]) that enhad
“constitutionalized”
(p. 171) a national bank even
abled them to reach diﬃcult compromises and to transthough
the
Constitution
did
not provide for one. He veform constitutional theory into reality.
toed the Bonus Bill because no such long-standing acRosen suggests that Madison believed that the ceptance had ever constitutionalized federal internal imFounders’ task ended with the Philadelphia Convention. provements. Madison hoped his veto would send a mesWith a soundly-designed Constitution in place, the peo- sage to the popular majority that it–just like Hamilton’s
ple could again resume the reins of day-to-day gover- aristocratic minority–had to respect the Constitution’s
nance. Madison’s break with Hamilton in the early 1790s, bounds. us Rosen concludes that Madison defended
Rosen postulates, resulted not from a minor disagree- constitutionality over utility as the standard for judging
ment over strict versus loose construction, but from a public policy.
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American Compact is a wonderful book. By placing
Madison’s so-called twists and turns into the larger context of Madison’s political theory, Rosen dely demonstrates that Madison remained remarkably consistent to
his fundamental beliefs about republican government.
e chapter entitled “Confronting Jeﬀerson and Hamilton” is especially compelling, showing that Madison occupied middle ground between his associates, employing the strengths of the democratic and aristocratic extremes. Rosen successfully rehabilitates Madison’s reputation. American Compact, along with the work of
Lance Banning, Drew McCoy, and my own recently published book, decisively vindicates Madison of the charge–
ﬁrst levelled by Hamilton and adopted by generations of
scholars–of sacriﬁcing principle for political gain. [1]
Occasionally, Rosen’s interpretations of Madison rest
on shaky ground. Two examples will suﬃce: First,
Rosen’s claim that Madison’s 1783 Address to the States
to grant Congress an income appealed to virtue and patriotism alone, not to fear or threats, largely overlooks
the context of a threatened military coup at Newburgh.
Speciﬁcally, Rosen neglects to mention the supporting
documents that Madison appended to his report, which
detailed the events at Newburgh. Clearly, Madison went
beyond appeals to patriotism, resorting to fear to get the
states to grant Congress a revenue–all to no avail.
A second instance where the facts call Rosen’s interpretations into question concerns Madison’s role in the
First Congress. Rosen maintains that aer the Federal
Convention draed the Constitution, Madison wanted
everyday politics to revert back to popular hands. e
problem with this claim is that Madison sought to elect
the same level of talent to the First Congress that sat in
the Convention. Moreover, Madison understood that the
First Congress was a virtual second convention, facing issues every bit as challenging (and equally over the heads
of the general public) as those the Convention faced.
In short, Rosen argues that Madison did not want any
branch of the federal government to turn into “’a day to
day constitutional convention”’ (p. 163), when in fact, all
three branches played just that role in 1789-1791, with
Madison himself deeply involved in two of the branches,
as a member of Congress and as an informal advisor to
the president.
Although American Compact is a marvelous work, I
must also quibble with its stance in the seemingly endless
Liberalism-Republicanism debate, in which Rosen rather
intransigently sides with the former view. While Madison no doubt was heavily inﬂuenced by the natural rights
philosophy of Locke and others, it seems tendentious so

completely to dismiss the strong marks of Radical Whig
inﬂuence on his thinking. One cannot help wondering, if
Madison was exclusively liberal in outlook, why he used
all of the republican imagery and vocabulary, especially
“liberty,” “power,” “virtue,” and “corruption,” in aacking Hamilton’s ﬁnancial program (especially the national
bank)? Rosen only brieﬂy addresses Madison’s National
Gazee essays of 1791-92, where his republican tendencies erupt perhaps most forcefully. It is hard, if not impossible, for me to join Rosen in entirely dismissing republicanism’s impact on Madison.
Finally, I will cite an error of omission. Considering how carefully American Compact analyzes Madison’s
thought concerning the Constitution’s theoretical legitimacy, it is amazing that Rosen does not devote more
aention to Madison’s crusade for the Bill of Rights.
It hardly seems possible that a man who pondered the
social compact so intently could have almost thoughtlessly, it seems, have reconciled himself to rights-related
amendments–in Rosen’s words–“as a harmless palliative
for such foes of the new regime as still remained” (p. 1).
Rosen makes abundantly clear throughout the book that
Madison acted out of higher motives than the crass political expediency Madison is oen charged with in backing the Bill of Rights. Rosen emphasizes how Madison
was most reluctant to see the Constitution frequently tinkered with lest it become less venerable. Surely such a
man would not tolerate–let alone sponsor–amendments
as “a tub to the whale,” that is, as a mere sop to the Antifederalists. Indeed, Madison’s crusade for rights-related
amendments would have been a wonderful opportunity
to test (and I believe bolster) Rosen’s claims.
But these faults are minor, and detract lile from
Rosen’s bold and persuasive analysis of the political problems posed by the American founding and the remarkable integrity, consistency, and originality with which
Madison addressed them.
Note
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